Collaboration Resources on AchievetheCore.org
You can find a variety of tools on Achieve the Core that support collaborative work and learning among educators.

Professional Development Modules
achievethecore.org/PD
•

There are over twenty ready-to-use modules on Achieve the Core covering topics associated
with understanding and implementing the Common Core State Standards, including how to
create your own instructional materials. Each module includes PowerPoints, instructions for
facilitators, hands-on activities, and all the necessary resources for conducting professional
development for alignment to the Common Core.

Professional
Development
to understand
& implement
CCSS!
Common Core Knowledge & Practice Survey
achievethecore.org/ccss-survey
•

Reflect on your instructional practice and understanding of the
Common Core with this 30 minute-long survey designed for
use in PLCs.

•

The Knowledge & Practice Survey facilitates individual and
group learning, and conversation about what support teachers
need to implement the Standards

•

The Knowledge & Practice Survey is available for both ELA/
literacy and math for K-2, 3-5, 6-8, and High School grade
bands.

Planning & Reflection with the Instructional Practice Guide Suite
Coaching Tool

achievethecore.org/coaching-tool
Use the Coaching Tool to observe instances of Common Core-aligned
instruction and provide feedback to colleagues. Organize trainings on the
Coaching Tool and its relation to the Standards to build experience with
the Standards.

Beyond the Lesson Discussion Guide

achievethecore.org/beyond-the-lesson
This discussion guide facilitates meaningful, actionable one-on-one
conversations that support teachers in aligning their instructional
practice. Use these questions to reflect on the evidence of alignment,
identify opportunities for improvement, and discuss resources that
support growth.

Lesson Adaptation and Text Set Creation
Make aligning your instructional materials engaging, collaborative
work with modules on Achieve the Core. Organize lesson
adaptation and creation trainings with colleagues to deepen
understanding of the Common Core Shifts and develop aligned
instructional materials that better serve your students. Join the
Edmodo groups for each project to extend your collaboration
beyond your colleagues.
•

Anthology Alignment Project: achievethecore.org/AAP

•

Basal Alignment Project: achievethecore.org/BAP

•

Read Aloud Project: achievethecore.org/RAP

•

Text Set Project: achievethecore.org/textsets

Use Achieve the
Core lessons as
exemplars as you
create or adapt your
own materials with
colleagues.

